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Elections Con1rnission
Invalidates Contest
Robert Sanchez
The ASUNM Elections Commission decid.!d yesterday to invalidate all points contesting the
results of the Nov. 18-19 senatorial
elections.
Four people contested the
election to have it declared invalid,
which would call for a new election.
Phil Hernandez, senatorial
candidate in the election, Louise
Wheeler and ller Rasmussen,
pollwatchers r'or Hernandez and
Art Meintzer, ASUNM Senator,
were all present at the meeting
yesterday to contest the election.
Some of the points given for
contesting the election were: the
election and its preliminaries not
being
sufficiently
advertised,
preventing potential candidates
from having access to the voter
information pamphlet; number of
voter information pamphlets
printed and points of distribution
insufficient; written regulations for
the election not provided at the
candidates meeting or presented to

the ASUNM Senate; regulations
given to the senate and to the
candidates were not the same;
polling places unmarked and
located in positions that were either
hard to find or inconvenient to
voters; poll watchers used to count
ballots; ballot boxes left unguarded; and no locks on the boxes.
Rasmussen and Wheeler left after
nearly half an hour's discussion of
the fifth point, the only point that
Wheeler wanted to contest. The
point in question was that some
part-time students were prevented
from voting. Part-time students
should be allowed to vote, according to the amendments to the
ASUNM constitution.
Those wishing to contest the
election were given 24 hours notice.
Hernandez complained that on
such short notice he could not
notify his witnesses on time.
Meintzer said he would take his
charges to the student court and ask
the court that the matter be given
emergency status for a quick
decision.

Sno-wstonns Blanket
Western United States
United Press International

With thoughts ot wa1mer days, two boys play in the fountain in front ot the Fine Alfs Building.
(Photo by Randy Montoya)

Cancer Treat01ent Center To Host
Open House of New Dental Clinic
The UNM Cancer Research and
Treatment Center (CRTC) will hold
an open house Thursday, Dec. li,
from 3 to 5 p.m. in its recently
completed dental oncology clinic.
The CRTC is one of only a few
cancer centers around the country
that offers this highly specialized
dental service to cancer patients.
Dr. Stephen Wagner, chief of the
unit, said the CRTC has offered the
service for about a year, but
construction of a specially designed
clinic within the cancer center was
only recently completed on the
UNM Medical Center campus.
For a person who has cancer, he
explained, a low-grade infection
such as a tooth cavity can lead to
serious, sometimes life-threatening
complications.
Cancer and its treatment often
hinder the body's normal immunity
system, and an infection that is
hardly noticeable may spread
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throughout the body by entering
the bloodstream.
The dental oncologist's job
includes much more than fighting
and preventing such infections,
Wagner said.
''The awareness of the need for
dentjstry in cancer care is in·
creasing," said Wagner. "The
combination of the physician and
dentist in the treatment team is
important."
He said some researchers have
estimated that 5 to 7 percent of all
cancers occur in the mouth or oral
cavity. Cancers also occur in the
nasal cavities, and treatment of
these areas can damage the healthy
tissue surrounding the cancer. The
dental oncologist works to limit
complications, restore and replace
damaged areas, and contribute to
the patient's rehabilitation.
Wagner stressed that "all aspects
of dentistry are important in dental
oncology, from oral surgery to
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pediatric dentistry to general
dentistry."
In addition to treatment, Wagner
is also involved in research and
teaching. Research in this area
includes improving dental hygiene
for patients and undergoing cancer
therapy, evaluating new materials
for restoring facial features and
developing better techniques for
constructing and implanting
prosthetic devices.
.
The dental oncologist also
provides community screening and
information to the public and
offers instruction in selfexamination for cancers of the oral
cavity. To dentists, nursing and
medical students and dental
hygienists, Wagner delivers lectures
on dental oncology, oral cancers
and methods of examination.
Those visiting open house at the
CRTC dental oncology clinic will
be given information and literature,
toothbrushes and breath mints.

Autumn's
second
major
snowstorm buried parts of Utah,
New Mexico and Colorado
Monday, knocking out power and
creating havoc on highways. More
than a foot of snow fell in the
mountains.
In Southern California, winds
gusting to I 00 mph fanned two fires
out of control in Southern
California, charring more than
1,()()() acres of tinder-dry brush and
timber and forcing nearly 1 ,000
people to flee their homes.
A complex storm system
produced heavy snow over the
Great Basin, the southern half of
the Rocky Mountains and spread
into the Tex~ panhandle.
The snow lowered visibilities to
near zero in New Mexico and
Texas.
An inch of snow was reported in
Dalhart, Texas, and more than a

half foot was predicted before
dawn today.
Winter storm warnings and
watches were posted for Colorado
-where 18 inches of new snow was
expected - New Mexico and extreme western Texas.
Western New Mexico was hit
with two storms. The first dumped
8 inches of snow at Chama before
moving into the Texas Panhandle
and the second was spurred by 45
mph winds blowing in from northeastern Arizona.
New Mexico highways remained
open, but travelers advisories were
in effect for all parts of the state
because of the blowing snow
ushered in by the second storm.
Chains or snow tires were
required 1)11 the Red Mountain,
Wolf Creek and La Veta Passes in
Colorado and no oversized loads
were allowed on Monarch Pass.
Most mountain highways and many
on the eastern plains were
snowpacked.

Iranian Stabbed In Dispute
Kelly Gibbs
Political differences were apparently the cause of a stabbing on
campus last week, campus police
said Monday.
Two Iranian men were involved
in a scuffle Friday about 3 p.m.,
resulting in two stab wounds from a
pocket knife to one of the men. The
victim has named his attacker to
police, and there wac; one witness to
the fight, police said. The names of
the men are not being released
pending further investigation.
Capt. Alex Roybal said it is not
clear who prov.oked the fight, but
said the victim told police he is a
supporter of Iran's . Ayatollah
Khomeini, and his assailant is anti·
Khomeini. He said the mert have
known each other for about four
years.

The victim was treated at UNM
hospital and released. Roybal said
the victim intends to press charges
against his assailant.
Another police source, who
asked not to be identified, said
there are reports from people who
know both men that the suspect is a
member of SAVAK1 the former
Shah's secret police. However,
confirmation of the reports is not
possible unless the man says he is a
member, the source said.
Both the victim and the alleged
assailant are former UNM students.
Roybal said even though the
suspect is no longer a student, he
continues to live in Married Student
Housing. He said it is "not clear
who made those arrangements."
·Married
Student
Housing
regulations requires that any
resident be a student.
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World News

Projects Will Change
If DOE Gets Scrapped

by United Press International

Senate Passes Waste 'Supeifund'
WASHINGTON- The Senate,
ending months of wrangling,
legislation
Monday
approved
creating a $1.6 billion "Superfund"
to clean up toxic waste dumps and
chemical spill~ across the nation
during the next five year;.

The vote sent the bill back to the
House, which has passed a similar
bill and is expected to take up this
version next week.
he

Sen. Robert Stafford, R-Vt., said
preferred the $4.2 billion

Ohio Doctor Says Pot Causes
Worst Teen Health Problems
DURHAM, N.H. - An Ohio
pediatrician says marijuana usage is
responsible for creating the worst
health problems facing the nation's
teen-agers.
Calling marijuana "the most
horrendous single health problem
in pediatric practice," Dr. 1ngrid
Lantner said youths now come to
her with chronic chest pains,
coughing, sho.-t-tcrm memory loss,
depression, lowered motivation and
impni nnent of sexual functions.
"Even if you could forget about
the physical damage, you still have
a child who has learned a way to
escape reality," she told the 150
people attending the symposium

sponsored by the New Hampshire
Council on Marijuana Use.
"They will remain immature
people all of their lives and as soon
as some difficulty comes up, they
will switch to another subject,'' Dr.
Lantner said.
Another medical expert a( the
symposium, Dr. C. W. Dempsey,
visiting professor of physics at
Tulane University School of
Medicine, said a 14-month test on
Rhesus monkeys subjected to 10 to
15 marijuana cigarettes per day
showed brain disfunctions similar
to those exhibited in humans
diagnosed as psychotic or
schizophrenic,

Ronald Reagan Jr. Weds

'' superfund" approved earlier by
the Senate environment committee.
NEW YORK - PresidentSen. George Mitchell, D-Maine,
elect Ronald Reagan's son,
said that the bill ''is deficient
Ronald Jr., a member of the
because while it provides for the
J offrey ll ballet troupe, was
cleanup of places and com·
quietly married Monday to
pensation for damage to things, it
Doria Palmieri.
provides nothing for what is the
The informal ceremony - the
most important part of the problem
bride in red cowboy boots, a
-injury to persons."
black sweater and black slacks
About 85 percent of the $1.6
and the groom in a red sweatbillion superfund would be
shirt, blue jeans and tennis shoes
financed by the chemical industry,
- in the chambers of State
with the balance made up by federal
Supreme Court Judge Lester
tax revenues.
Evans wa~ witnessed by Secret
It would be used to clean up
Service Agent Lane McNitt of
abandoned hazardous waste dumps
such as the Love Canal in upstate
New York and spills of toxic
substances. Oil spills would not be
covered; however, the fund could
be used to cover damages to natural
resources.
Under the Senate bill, responsible
WASHINGTON - A federal
parties would be held liable for
judge
Monday ordered the Selective
clean-up costs, but state laws would
Service
System to end its
be left to determine other liability
that draft registrants
requirement
questions.
disclose their Social Security (SS)
The bill includes a $200 million numbers, saying it violated their
liability fund to cover cleanup costs right to privacy.
for leaks from active hazardous
"There is no legal authority in
waste dump sites.
the Selective Service system to
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McLean, Va., and a friend of
the groom, Calvin Williford, of
Pinal, Calif.
The judge waived the usually
required 24-hour wait between
issuance of the license and the
marriage ceremony, sources
said.
Miss Palmieri has been living
with Reagan in a one bedroom
apartment in Greenwich Village.
Ron Jr. dropped out of Yale
after one semester and began
studying dance at the Stanley
Holden school in Los Angeles.

Draft Can't Use SS Numbers
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require registrants to furnish their
individual Social Security numbers
as
a
condition
of valid
registration," said U.S. District
Judge Gerhard Gesell.
American Civil Liberties Union
staff counsel Charles Sims called
Gesell's decision "an important
vindication of the rights Congress
created in the Privacy Act of
1974."
ACLU officials estimate~ that
about 100,000 registrants refused to
give their SS number.
The Selective Service told
registrants that failure to provide
SS numbers was "a violation of law
and could result in legal action."
Gesell ordered Selective Service
to stop requiring the number and to
notify all future registrants that
disclosure is not mandatory.
In addition, the judge ordered
Selective Service to not use in any
manner the SS numbers collected
this past summer and to allow
registrants to erase that portion of
their records.
Selective Service has wanted the
numbers for usc in verifying
registrants and as a means of
finding non-registrants.
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to fill seven vacancies on the Board.
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The deadline for petitions is
December 1, 1980
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2820·C Broadbent Parkway
(between Menaul & Candelaria off 1·25)
345·2459

The DOE also pulled together A view of a snow·covered campus shows the duck pond, Scholes Hall and the hazy city beyond.
energy-related functions that were (Photo by Helen Gaussoin)
scattered throughout the government. For example, it took over
electric power projects and coal
research programs from the
Department of the Interior, and it
received authority over building
insulation from the Department of J. Nicholson
individual states would have to extenstons could be filed until
Housing and Urban Development.
provide funding to their universities Congress decided what it was going
Those at the Special Services for disabled but not necessarily to do, Marshall said.
Program at UNM are wondering disadvantaged students.
UNM provides services and is
whether or not President-elect
"At least we will know that we federally funded for 350 disabled
Ronald Reagan and the U.S. Senate are guaranteed the money through and disadvantaged students per
will pass a $156 million proposal for the state," Marshall said.
year, Marshall added.
third; and Debby Soehlig, a fresh- the Department of Education next
The Special Services Program is a
Some services included in the
man in theatre arts, ranked fourth.
year.
tutoring and counseling program UNM program are tutors, manual
Ray Marshall, a consultant for
McGary and Donisthorpe Special Services at UNM said, "I for disadvantaged and handicapped interpreters, readers, recorders,
counseling, braille and academic
brought UNM into first place in think the program should be state• students, he said.
In 1970, a nationwide program advisement.
debate and Donisthorpe went on to funded instead of federally funded.
was set up for a IO-year period
In addition to those, UNM is in
win third place in oratory,
Each year we worry whether or not which provided federal funding, compliance with federal regulations
The Forensics Squad is now our program will be funded."
through universities, for disad- which require that all university
If Reagan or the senate were to vantaged and disabled students.
looking ahead to its fourth event of
programs and activities be acthe season, the Air Force Academy reject the proposed allotment for
Federal funding ended as of May cessible to handicapped students,
Invitational, Dec. 6 through Dec. 8. the Department of Education, then this year, but individual program according to Marshall.

Special Services Funding Assured

UNM Ranks 3rd in Forensics

!.

The University of New Mexico
ranked third overall in competition
at a recent forensics tournament
held at Colorado State University in
Ft. Collins.
The forensics squad took first,
third, and fourth place in extemporaneous speaking. Bruce
Donisthorpe, a junior in speech
communications, took first;
Beverly McGary, a freshman, took
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Another
ACLU-sponsored
challenge to the draft, questioning
the validity of the all-male draft,
has been appealed to the Supreme
Court.
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Richard Cole of the UNM-based
New Mexico Energy Institute
believes any change in the
organizational structure of the
DOE would have little effect on his
office.
"There may be some policy,
program and procedure changes in
the State Energy and Minerals
Department, which administers
DOE funds around the state," Cole
said, "but even there I'm not sure
the impact would be great. The
basic research and deVelopment
being done around New Mexico is
simp!.y too important to halt.
"Also," he added, "you have to
remember that Congress would
have to approve any such move to
scrap or reorganize the DOE. So
the mood of Congress will be an
important factor,"
Congress created the DOE in
1977. The DOE absorbed three
independent agencies, the Energy
Research
and
Development
Administration, the Federal Energy
Administration and the Federal
Power Commission.

"The court, however, has no
choice but to enforce the Privacy
Act according to its terms," Gesell
said in a memorandum accompanying the order.

Do You Need
Cash?

....-

Researchers at UNM do not
appear to be worried that the incoming Reagan administration may
move to scrap the Department of
Energy (DOE).
Th~:
president-elect has not
vowed to disband the federal
organization, but he is considering
the advice of many groups - one
of which is The Heritage Foundation that call for the
dissolution of the DOE.
Director of the UNM Bureau of
Engineering Research, Dr. Alan
LeBeck, said that the proposed
demise of the DOE certainly would
affect some energy projects at
UNM. His office is currently involved in four DOE projects
totalling more than $315,000.
"I don't think we'll see the end
of the DOE, however," LeBeck
said. ''1 think Reagan's advisors
will sit him down and convince him
that the DOE is doing a lot of good
things. It's getting technology ready
for the future. No, the DOE is not
producing x-amount of coal or
other products, but that's not its
function,
It
is,
however,
establishing bases by which our
nation can develop a host of
alternate energy sources, and that's
important."
LeBeck
believes
the
organizations in jeopardy would be
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories
and Sandia Laboratories, which
receive immense financial support
from the DOE,

Sam-2:30pm
tue~day- Saturday

All ASUNM students are eligible
to run for election.

Doctor in
residence

All ASUNM students are eligible to vote.
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Pick up your petitions at NM PIRG or call
NM PIRG at 277•2757 for more information.
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Care Curriculun1's
First Year 'Success'

Editorial
Big Oil Smells Like. • •

Helen Gaussoin
The drainage of a lake in Louisiana last week illustrates dramatically how
easy it is to put a hole in the ground in the wrong pla~e. On fir~t ~on
sideration one is inclined to believe that in New Mex1co there 1s little
chance a lake will ever be drained by a drilling rig penetrating a salt mine.
But the possibility of a close - a catastrophically close - parallel lies
prominently in the near future with WIPP.
New Mexicans have been told by the Department of l;nergy for years
that nothing like what happened in Louisiana would ever happen. But it
did, as simply as that. And if there had been radioactive wastes buried
there, a plan which has been seriously considered, we would have a mess
1n Louisiana on a scale similar to that of the Churchrock spill in the summer
of 1979.
One of the most interesting aspects of events such as these is that no
orw is at fault. Regulation of the disposal of hazardous wastes of all kinds
i~ so spread out that it is well-nigh Impossible to determine who is
responsible for what. Federal agency environmental regulation is the
epitome of order by committee - something for everyone and no
responsibility for anyone.
The accident with the oil rig in Louisiana is prime evidence of Murphy's
Law, especially where the energy industry is concerned. But one way or
another Texaco will surely come out of it smelling like a rose instead of a
few other things we could mention. Indeed, we should not be surprised. to
see television commercials in a few months with a well-dressed executive
in a hard hat proclaiming that the drainage of the lake was really a land
reclamation project, with hundreds of condos going up in the background.
Not only that but the housing project would probably be financed with
federal money while homeowners around the lake are still trying to get
their insurance settlements for their losses.
Of course, nothing like that could possibly happen with WIPP if
ovr.rything we are told is true.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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Letters

Readers Find Lobo Ad 'Discriminatory'
l;ditor;
The following classified advertisement appeared in
the N.M. Daily Lobo on November 24, 1980; "Need
two work/study qualified girls for concessions stand
work at the Subway Station. Contact T. J. or Don at
277-2328 or room 217 of the Student Union Building.
Manager position open for neatly dressed male."
We find this advertisement to be extremely offensive and discriminatory on several counts.
Firstly, university-age females are not GIRLS.
Secondly, are males (boys?) unqualified for concession stand work? Thirdly, why is the manager
position open only to a "neatly dressed male"? Are
females unqualified for managerial responsibilities?
This blatantly sexist 'and discriminatory advertisement is illegal, immoral and unjust. Our impression has been that the University ·Of New Mexico
is an Equal Opportunity Employer. The Daily Lobo
receives university funds for its operation and
therefore must comply with all federal regulations
governing non-discrimination in employment. For the
university to discriminate or to advocate

discrimination in its employment practices is to raise
the possibility of the withdrawal of all federal funds,
Nationally, women earn only 56 cents for each
dollar earned by men of the same educational standing. In New Mexico, this figure is only 42 cents for
each dollar earned by men. Hiring practices such as
those apparently advocated by the University of New
Mexico serve only to perpetuate this inequality.
We feel the New Mexico Daily Lobo should
apologize for including this advertisement in a
university publication. Better editing by the Lobo staff
is badly needed. We further suggest that the Directors
of the Work/ Study Program enforce nondiscriminatory hiring practices in the future.
J. Gutierrez,
and other graduate student!; from the Geography
Dept.
Editor's Note - The Daily Lobo does not advocate
discrimination in employment, but unfortunately the
advertisement itself is not illegal.
Second, the Daily Lobo does not receive university
funds. The content of advertising is thus not an
editorial decision, but a reflection upon the advertiser.

Reader Says Begin's Policies 'Repressive'
Editor:
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Birzeit University, with an enrollment of about 1300
students, along with two other small universities in the
Israeli-occupied territories, has been facing a. continuous campaign of harassment by the military
authorities.
Before coming to the U.S. for my graduate studies,
I was an instructor at Blrzeit University. Recently, the
military authorities ordered Birzeit shut down on the
eve of Palestine Week, a week of art and book
exhibits, plays and other cultural activities.
At that time, Menachim Begin was still on a visit to
the U.S. When asked in an interview on Good
Morning America, to comment on the shooting of 10
Palestinian students protesting the closing of the
University, he said the Israeli soldiers acted in "selfdefense." During the same program, he called for the
stationing of U.S. troops in the Middle East to counter
the "Soviet threat" in the area.
Begin, of course, is not merely satisfied with the

huge U.S. aid that Israel receives (between 1970-78,
Israel received over 7.6 billion dollars from the U.S. in
military aid alone. This constituted about one-quarter
of total U.S, foreign military aid.) Rather, he wants to
commit American Jives, as well as tax dollars, to
protect the kind of repression that Israeli policies
perpetuate. For Begin's true motives lie in the continued expropriation of Palestinian lands for the
establishment of exclusive Jewish settlements in order
to complete the annexation of the lands occupied in
1967. Israelis have every right to live in peace, but
shouldn't Palestinians have the same right as well?
Aharon Yariv, the former chief of Israel's military
intelligence, said in a lecture at the Hebrew University
that "some people talk of expelling 700,000 to 800,000
Arabs in the event of a new war, and instruments have
been prepared (for the contingency)."
The closing of Birzeit is a true manifestation of the
chauvinistic policies of Israeli occupation.
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"It's definitely working," Pam
Reeves, a student who spent four
months in Las Vegas, said.
Reeves said she had trouble
adjusting to the close-knit Spanish
community in northern New
Mexico but was still planning on
working in a rural area.
"It was tough," she said, "but I
received a lot of support from the
medical school."
Dr. Fred Kullman, a Santa Fe
doctor who took in an student, said
he "really enjoyed" having a UNM
student work with him.
He had acted as a "preceptor" to
fourth year medical students before
but enjoyed the first year student
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Coloring Contest Winners Chosen

Great American Smokeout
Observed by State's Smokers
A telephone survey conducted by American Smokeout chairman,
volunteers of the American Cancer said the survey in New Mexico was
Society showed that 38 percent of a part of a National American
the cigarette smokers in New Cancer Society survey in which
Mexico participated in the Great 2,205 households in all SOmstates
Amedcan Smokeout on Thursday, were interviewed. Of the smokers
polled, 36 percent were parNov. 20.
In 1979, a similar survey showed ticipating in the smokeout;
that across the nation, ap"Our figures were reasonably
proximately one in every . three close to those for the nation as a
participating smokers was able to whole. I encourage those who quit
quit for the day, and many were not to try it for another day and just
smoking several days later.
take it one day at a time,"
Bill Eisenhood, the Great . Eisenhood said.
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With one year of UNM Medical
School's Primary Care Curdculum
completed, both students and
faculty are calling the program a
success.
The unusual program, which uses
experience in the field to encourage
medical students to work in the
rural areas of New Mexico, was
"one of the best experiences of my
life," Kathy Adams, a student, said
Friday,
Primary care is the patient's first
contact with a doctor as with a
general practitioner, Dr. Scott
Obenshain, the assistant dean of
undergraduate medical education,
said.
In the first year of the "problembased, student-odented" program,
the 15 students spent 10 months in
groups of five studying case-related
problems with a tutor and the next
four to six months in a small town
under the guidance of a physician,
Obenshain said.
"I wouldn't have traded this
experience for anything else in the
world," John Jones, a student
stationed in Alamogordo, said. "It
sure beats the conventional
system."
Obenshain said, "The goal ofthe
program is to solve the problem of
maldistribution of doctors and to
help med students become comfortable in providing primary

more, he said.
He said, "Most fourth year
students already know what they
want to do, but with first year
students the doctor can function as
a role model.''
" - Who's receptive," Reeves
added.
Kullman continued, "In a sense,o.--.
because the student is less biased,
the doctor can teach mClre at this
level."
He said guiding students
"certanly takes time" and can
mean slowed work and cramped
space, but the students contribute
as well.
"Bebe Han, the student who
worked with me, could take time to
work with the patients,'' he said.
"The Primary Care Curriculum
teaches students to be humanistic,
to become good physicians," Jones WinneiS of the Communications WorkeiS of America turkey raffle were awarded their 20.pound
said.
prizes Monday. (from left to right) Day Shift Director Jerry McCann, Clifford Martinez, Tomacita
Even though three out of the four Guiterrez, Joe Leroy Sanchez, Salvador Elias and, president of local8671, Pete Rodriguez.
program students who took the first
part of the medical board exams
failed , Dr. Art Kaufman, a faculty
member with the program, said
program students have done just as
well as students in coventional
studies on equivalency tests.
Most students take the board
exam after their second year of
Winners of the Lobo coloring coloring.
their parents crazy.
medical school, but the primary
contest have been chosen and run as
Honorable mention in the adult
Honorable mention in the
care curriculum students took it follows:
division goes to Mickey Sanchez of children's division goes to Mike
after the first.
In the adult division, Michael 316 Espanola.
Sanchez of 316 Espanola NE.
"I wasn't trying to pass it,"
Haser, of 132 Virginia NE took
ln the children's division first
All pictures were taken from the
Jones said, "I wanted to see what it first place.
place went to Amy Kisch, age 6, of Nov. II issue oft he Daily Lobo and
was like."
Haser's prize will be a duck.
310 Hermosa NE.
had to be colored with crayons.
Obenshain said the program
Jane Avery, of 1418 Tijeras NE,
Second place went to Dylan
Judges of the contest were
focuses on "what the students need took second place with her
Wilmsen, age 4, of 909 8th Street George O'Neil of the Child Care
to solve problems."
drawing.
NW.
Co-op, Bob Griffin, Lobo Arts
"Medicine is a life-long learning
Avery's prize will be a chicken.
Third place went to Dylan Army Editor, and Ethan Hay, cartoonist..
process, and the program motivates
Third place was taken by Jill of Placitas, N.M.
The winning pictures will be
students to learn more," he said.
Wixted, of I8IO Mesa Vista.
All three children will receive prominently displayed in the
Jones said working with a case
She will receive a turkey for her enough coloring materials to drive Student Union Building·
related to. a real patient gives him
"something to hang my hat on."
Obenshain said working with real
situations makes the material easier
to retain.
Jones said the program makes
the student responsible for filling in
the holes in his education.
Jones said, "l still haven't found
anything l consider a major
problem with the program."

Deadline for LIP SERVlClllls noon the
day before the announcement Is to run.
The Fall Fllm Series presents In the
SUI3 Teatre In the lower level of the
SUB:
Tuesday,Nov. 25 at 9:30 p.m. only,
11
The Getaway."
NM PIRG Board of Director.- Pick up
P.I.R.G. Petitions at 1057 Mesa VIsta
H'all, return by Dec. 1, elections Dec. 4.
For Information, call277·2757.
A••oclatlon for (Jomputlnr Machinery
..,. Is holding a colloqulm on Tuesday,
Nov. 25 at 7 p.m.lnHumanltles428. Dr.
Stanley Steinberg will talk on "SYm·
bulle Manipulation
of Dlfferentlal
Equations and Integral Calculus."
American Marketlnr AsMoolatlon welcomes Ms. Joann Heller from
Mountain Bell Marketing Dept. Ms.
Heller will speak at the Anderson
Schools or Management on Tuesday,
Nov. 25 at8 p.m. In room 100.
ChlnookNorth by Southwest - an
exhibition opening at the ASA Galiery In
the lower level ot the SUB on Wednesday, Nov. 26. Reception for the
opening will be at 8 p.m. dome see the
works of nine local a rUsts.

Alcohol Program
Needs Volunteers
Volunteers are being sought to
work with clients at the Bernalillo
County Health/Mental Retardation
Center's (BCMHMRC) alcoholism
outpatient program.
Individuals
accepted receive
special orientation and training for
the support work they provide.
Recovering alcoholics with a special
interest in assisting those with
similar situations are especially
encouraged to apply, according to
outpatient program director Mary
Miescm.
Volunteers are also needed to
assist with clerical duties of the
program.
Interested individuals should
contact BCMH/MRC volunteer
coordinator Pat Mitchell at 843·
2811 or M iesem at 842-0643 to
atrahgc an interview.
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Arts

Prady Leads Victory
Hobert .Johnson
The UNM men's gymnastics
team blew away the far less talented
tl!<llll from Mexico City Sunday
night at Carlisle Gym, in the
process displaying a Jot of
firepower l'or the coming season,
Led by senior Kevin Prady, New
Mexico scored 268.55 to the
Institute of Mexico's 246.6.
Prady managed an over-all 55.55
and was followed by sophomore
Mike M cans' 53.35, rrcshman Jim
(iricgo's 52.8 and sophomore Gary
Rothrock's 52.3.
The Mexican team had two
gymnasts who scored more than 50
for the six events. Felipe Sanchez
and Jose Luis Cano totaled 51.35
and 51.20 respectively,
Lobo coach Rusty Mitchell said
he was very pleased with his team's
performance.
"It wa~· good to get into a meet
situation. I wasn't concerned about
the scoring as much as I was about
how well we put our routines
together," Mitchell said.
"In some cases we're stronger
than 1 thought we'd be," he said.
"We're just going to blow people
away in the pommel horse and
vaulting."
1unior Steve J cnnings, the twotime All-American in the pommel
horse, spun his long and lanky
frame over the horse for a 9.45 to
lead the l.obos to a 44.7 in that
event.
Prady placed second with a 9.25
on the pommel and wa~ followed by
Stan Kitkl with an 8. 9.
New Mexico scored an outstanding 46.8 on the vault, led by
Tay Carter and Prady with 9.5's,
!1.1.:;111'' 9.45, Rothrock·~ 9.3 and
Griego's 9.05.
Prady, who just arrived in
Albuquerque late Saturday night
after a 15-hour flight from
mainland China where he

represented the U.S. in a meet, won
every other event despite a bad
dismount from the horizontal bar,
the last event or the night.
"I was so tired at the end,"
Prady explained, "And 1 changed
my dismount toward the crowd so
they could see it."
Prady says his own best in the all·
around has been 55.75.
"I wish I wouldn't have sat down
at the end. I could've broken 56,"
he said.
He still managed a 9.1 on-the
horizontal bar.
Other Lobo performers included
Larry Payne in the floor exercise
and the horizontal bar, Dino
Medina and Scott Herold in the still
rings, Bret Anz in the floor exercise
and the vault and Steve Hill and
Craig Kromi on the pommel horse.
Medina finished third in the rings
with an 8.85.
In addition to the the pommel
horse, Kidd placed second on the
parallel bars with a 9.05.
Means was prevented from
breaking 54 because of an 8.2 he
scored on the parallel bars. He
slipped from the bars while trying
to execute a move in which he does
a hand stand with both hands close
together on one bar.
Means remounted the bars and
successfully executed the move, but
it still cost him.
The Lobo women's team also
performed in an exhibition for the
crowd of about 300 people.
Coach Claudia Cagle managed to
put five bodies, relatively free from
illness and injury, out on the floor.
Freshman Lisa Fuller excelled in
all four events, senior Marilyn
Denison performed on the vault
and the beam despite a strained
stomach muscle, sophomore Pam
Tolliver also flew over the vault,
Claire Love did her routine in the
floor exercise and Tracy Weaver
displayed her act on the beam.

The Philistines, Randy Hansen,
and Head East played the Civic last
Thursday night, and it was an
interesting concert in many ways.
There is a personal search policy
at the Civic. While it is not intended
as harassment, when one waits two
hours and more to move along to
the gate, only to be searched and
shoved along like suspicious
looking cattle, feelings of resentment are bound to emerge. With

'Nutcracker' Will Play I-lere

Mike Means performs on the parallel bars. (Photo by Robert Johr.son)

Tchaikovsky's
famous Nutcracker Suite comes to life with all
its beauty and wonder in a
production by the Oakland Ballet
Company with accompiniment by
the New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra
on Thanksgiving
weekend in Popejoy Hall.
This performance spectacle with
colorful costumes, exciting dancing
and Christmas sentiment is marvelous family entertainment. It has
a colorful festive look, leaping

UNM Wins Individual Title in Intramurals
Kerry Lee in men's advanced kata,
and Dolores Duran in women's
The Karate Tntramurals were advanced kata.
held Saturday, and for the first
time, UNM competed against a
Storey Sorensen picked up two
different school in karate.
second-place finishes in women's
Air Force Academy won the team beginning sparring and women's
trophy, winning three· matches, beginning kata. Other second-place
loosing one and tying one while
UNM won the individual com·
petition, taking seven firsts and
seven seconds.

finishes were picked up by Chris
Moya ln men's
beginning
heavyweight sparring, Mike Heister
in men's intermediate kata, Alma
Giron in women's intermediate
sparring, Cathy Davis in women's
intermediate kala, and Mary K.
Phillips in women's advanced kata.

In the team matches, Ron Tapia,
a brown belt, picked up the win,
and Dave Hubbard, a black belt,
received the draw.

Dates that students can pick up
tickets for the Lobo basketball
games are:

Evelyn Gallegos finished first for
UNM in women's intermediate
sparring and women's intermediate
kata. Other first place finishers
were Phil Fivis in men's beginning
heavyweight sparring, Ed Bolton in
men's beginning kata, Rose C.
DeBaca in women's beginning kala,

Nov. 25 and 26 for games on
Nov. 28 and 29.
Dec. 2 and 3 for games on Dec. 6
and 13.
Dec. 16 and 17 for the game on
Dec. 22.
Dec. 22 and 23 for games on Dec
29 and 30 and Jan. 3.

Jan. 13 and 14 for games on Jan.
15andl7.
Jan. 27 and 28 for games on Jan.
30 and 31.
Feb. 10 and 1I for games on Feb.
12 and 14.
Feb. 24 and 25 for game~ on Feb.
27 imd 28.
All students need tickets to see
the games. They can be picked up
on these dates between 8:30 and
4:30 in the SUB.

Nick Greenwalt

the crowd behind me continuously
chanting "·Push, push, pigs!" and
Albuquerque's finest continuously
raising their clubs, pushing back,
and threatening us "punks", its
hard to stay neutral. There must be
a better way.
Having never seen the local
atheletics and a time-honored, Philistines, I figured (as would any
engaging
story.
Though other self-respecting egotist) that
acknowledged as children's piece, they simply simply weren't "im·
N 11 tcracker Suite is also for adults, portant". As far as Hansen and
as the famous pas de deux in the ~ead .Ea~t were con~erned, well, I
second act is exciting to anyone, no , JUSt didn t know their work, and I
matter what age.
expect.ed the le~st.
While I missed most of the
Showtimes are at 7:30p.m. Nov. Philistines' show (due to the "wait
28, and at 2 and 7:30p.m. Nov. 29 and search" policy of the Civic),
and 30. Tickets are available at all
the last two pieces sounded
Ticketmaster outlets and Popejoy professional and amazingly like a
"real" rock and roll band. I was
Box Office,

GRADUATE
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA
December 6, 1980

9:00A.M.

ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS WELCOME.
COFFEE & DOUGHNUTS SERVED.
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Yale Blood Plasma
122 Yale S.E.
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OK "V appombnEnt:
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With A bi.VId-IJICIPM COll«tton ot liltlrlaiiXRIQVJ.
antlqOQ.h tane wavallQS f t.a~JQSCJZ~a• C-.6ttl0nal
~buJ• fOPLAJZt•band bnlt:~masiQL
lnstiWfrKntS* CbJZIStmas ~·~Was

Call 842·8300
STUDENTS 15% DISCOUNT

and Jhl.ldlo. mucbo mas/
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UNM
SKICLUB
MEETING

IO'J laGunA nw
taGunat COitlral ~ ~f.o~No&m.
~) Jltl-.,..,

Dec. 3(Wed)
Rm. 231 SUB at

3:30p.m.

New Mexico
Daily Lobo

DEPOSITS for
FRISCO TRIP DUE

Subscriptions
Only $10 per year
Marron Hall Room 131
or send $10 to:
UNM Box 20, Univ.of N.M.,
AI!-~., N.M. 87131

Fat A

'Pick~Me..up'
Small Black

I
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Double Strength

The Plc-ffie-Up PIClce
1900 Centro! SE
Albuquerque Nffi 87106
1-505-242-8491

mo..,.,

Y/~cABeer

Imported
A real masterpiece from Holland.

VISA
Phon• otd•fl occ•pted

Chargo
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IO Burgtu ~ •ng
A eros~ from UNM

be a life saver
Donate blood plasma
$500 Bonus on 1st donation
new donors only. Bring this ad
1 per donor
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J125/1000 CClpsules
J75/SOO cClpsules
J45/250 CClpsules
J25/100 CClpsules
Ji4/50 capsules
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Don't Be A Turkey!
• • •

Head East then came on stage
and managed to hold their own,
and it seemed as though they
proved that they do rock. The
general impression that I got from
their set was that their fans enjoyed
it; everyone else simply left. On the
overall, Head East, playing a good
mix of old and new, were entertaining but less than 1 had hoped
for.
It was a fairly exciting concert,
and if the rest of the performers
had lived up to Randy Hansen's
showmanship, it would have been a
tremendous evening; good times,
anyway.
~-----
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The Second time, you'll buy It for the Beer.

Unisex Hair Des1gn
2000 Central SE

Room 230 SUB

I. Call to Order
11. Minutes from meeting of November 8, 1980
Ill. President's Report
IV. Committee Reports
V. Old Business
VI. New Business
VII. Adjournment

UNm Energy Conservo.tlon Progro.m

Randy Hansen's fan tasti.c
showmanship made the night.
Randy danced, climbed speakers,
ran, jumped, dashed, and strutted
through, around and over the
audience. He didn't stick to thin
crowds or center-stage either. At
various times he walked directly
through the center of the crowd
(you try that at a concert at the

Pick-up Dates for Basketball Tickets

FOXY REFLECTIONS

The energy you so.ve
mo.y be your own.

Randy Hansen came on stage
next, and, sure enough, he does
look quite a bit like Jimi Hendrix
(in a different hue, of course).
Randy didn't try to sound like Jimi
though, rather, he opened with a
couple of his newer songs. His
"guitaristry" was excellent, and,
while his band was in no way
outstanding, they were all competent and professional.
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link. HPwurd for return. No questions
ask£•cl._l!'1'7-_3f!_11~~.2_77·6130.
11/25
f,OHT: H~JIGJ•) SPIRAL notebook;
"Afr•tca" ami "English" notes.
lJrgn_n1!_!,! Contact Ben, 212-2076. 11/25
J,OH'P: BLUI<J "POWDFJRHOftN" ski
ia<,l<Pt; Past trnnls courts. Call265-7134.
----~--~---11/26
J•'O'l/NU: •rwo K~JYH on gold neck
cha!n Jll'IU' Lal'osuda on 11/24. Describe
anci e)!J.lm at I at MarronJ-lall.
12/3
IN HIND: <.m.A Y PLASTIC, mirror lens
glasHPs In .Journalism Building, on
11(_20~ Clatr:n at 131 Ma1'r9_n Hall.
12/2
IN lUND: IN PARKING lot acrosa from
Unlvm·stty: black pair of gloves. Come
to_JI:1arr~nHall131 to claim.
12/2
JN){)ND: SMALI,, WHITE lamb (wlth
rntt111 lnsld('J near Woodward Hall on
1_1l~Q.0.'11l:lll'l at 131 Marron Hall.
12/2

SPACIOUS ONE AND two bedroom
apartments 1J., block from UNM.
Laundry facilities, recreation room,
pool, completely furnished, Fireplaces,
utllit.ies Included. Call266-0011.
12/2
SUPER SPACIOUS SPOTLESS two
hedroom apartment. Fireplace, 0 ft.
closets, e)(cellent furnishings, Insulated
fm• quietness. $350, utilities paid. No
pets, children. UNM area. 842-0025.12/10
TWO BLOCKS TO UNM. Large, furnished studio apllrtments. $175/month,
Includes utilities. 222 Maple N.E.
Mnnager In unit two. 243-1550.
11/26
THE CITADEL-SUPERB locution near
UNM & downtown. Bus service every 30
minutes. 1 bedroom or etf!clency, from
$205. All utlllties paid. Deluxe kitchen
with dishwasher & disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room &
laundry. Adult complex, no pets. 1520
University N .E. 243-2494.
tfn

3_,._. . :S;.;:-. . :e:;.rv::. . . :. . :l=-·c=.. : e:. :s: ;_____

5.

4. Housing

1973 DATSUN PICKUP, Great gas
mileage. New parts. $1275. 873-1737.
12/3
PORTABLE HOOVER CLOTHES
washer, $50.00, Double bed, $30.00. Two
sword blades, $300. 242-5792.
11/26
79 YAMAHA SR500, 7500 miles, prime
condition. $1400. 243·1563 or 345-4963.
12/2
PATERSON PLASTIC REELS, Kodak
Polycontrast filters, Kodak and Ilford
chemicals for sale. Call Josh at 294-7003,
evenings.
11/26
72 HARLEY SPORTY 1000. Rebuilt
motor, new tires, new t:;:nnsmisslons.
$2500. Call Kevin, 248-7266 after six p.m.
12/1
74 CHEVROLET NOVA. AT, PS, 350 VS.
Good condition. $1175 or best. 294·5:172.
.Joe.
12/5
KAYAK AND CANOE orders being
taken for Spring. 242-5792. Derringer
Enterprises.
11/26
FORD E100, SWB vnn. PS, PB, Air,
Auto, 302-2V, low mileage, captain's
chairs, fully carpeted, mags. $2800. Call
Mike, 292-5248, or Howard, 292-0492.
12/1
GOLD A:ND SILVER. Top dollar. Calf'
293-3455.
12/15
GREYHOUND PUPS, $35 each. Fred.
242-7888. 842,0207.
:12/1
TURN ANY BICYCLE into a moped
wl th our small bike engine. 242·5792,
:11/26

I ,CJHT: I•'H.OM BIOLOGY; keys on snap

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
1~-~P~e~r~s~o~n~al==s~--Mit Wlt!OI!'l', YOlJ'VN bel!n my Idol
for IHJ!ung. <Jiv•• nil' ll dlalll'(!, l won't do

vnu Wl'nng.

l'VP bc•l'n waiting by the
phnrw, iuht to !war· you1· 'r(•xns tone. The
HIIOW hllH l'('(lC'Ill'<l tlll' )_)('Uk, l11t's go
~:ltling rm·ltWPI'k, .. ___ ~- ~--· Jl/20
1'0 '1'1 U•J <'11'1'1•: girl wllh long brown
lutlr ami a gr£'Y jarl<et In Mnt11 120/001;
MWI•' H:CKJ-I!:f>IJ. Hopt> you'rl' in class
Wl'dlli'HclllY.
ll/26
Hl'IWA'r. f!Al'l'Y ~~~ti-;l'lrRE. Love,
ul w n:v H.
11/25
HMn.J•:. t'l'H HNowiNn
fmm Olud.
11/25
l-lA 0 ()f!Hl ANI> [PiorfrJa. makeagJ'elll
11'11111- Lnvt• yn, Jl'ff.
_ ___
_ 11/26
Jo'IIHHlll IN NY tJAl;I'¥ ~2iaf ~~~~~ffiday.
Hamh
_
_ .. _______ ____!lL~tl
<'c >Ml•: TO {lNM Ballroom Dunce Club's
fahulous fall fm•mal, Derernber 6lh
frum lUlU p.m -12:00 a.m. In SUB
llallmum! Advtuwe ticket snh•s: $3.00
llll'lllbt•rH, $u.oo JJOrHm•mbt•rs. (277·5G74
or KHl :lUI!7).
12/5
A ~l'l•:<'lAI. IU<!LT:6 torn~ blrd~-an
fmml<lll'~a. tlw Bird of Birds, Jl'ff and
Tunv.
11/20
MY I•'Itli'}Nll 'l'OMMY Is a conl'hend.
AHit him wlull a triplt• integral Is.
A.H.M
11/2G
NI•;W sii6W!CPH()•:i'()aH.APHS by Ken
Whltl' !Small Gttller:vl. Mixed media
allow {Ltu·ge Gallery J, Opening
r•t•t•t•ptton Wetlnesctny, November 26,
R:OO p.m. ASA Galll•ry, downstairs SUB.
11/26
SJ<I'l'l tNI•J UPS
and
repairs.
Pre-season
npt•t•luls. ('aU 1BJ·Iun, "The Skl Doctor",
At•llon Sports. 7500 MenauJ N .E. 884·
r~11.
11/26
PIZZA" ( 1ITY S~l,l•~CIAI,. One slice or
t'hl'!•se pizza and a dinner salad !or $1.50
with this ad. 1.27 Harvard S,g,, l,f., block
lJI)ttlh or eentJ"al. Good from 11/24/80
tlll'llURh 11/30/!lO.
11/26
umUt CII;~-Y.ob havl' tlw llme. i have
tlw <lt•!lh'('. SwlmmerJO<'. 277·3073, room
301
.
.. . .
- .. .
12/1
WHY <lO -'l'Cl1'AI~iY~rttzy?Before
do!wtl and final»' week, get away to Red
IU\'t'l' onl>t•rembt•r 6lh and 7th. Cost Is
uniy $:{0 with l'NM Ill. Fo1• more in·
{unnatlon t•nll Laura OJ' Lydia; 277-0402
m· 271·23211 Sponsored by the AStTNM
11/25
'l'mvt•l Commitlt•e.
OH!Io!NTAI.- f.'<)(>i):"-~crii<fAP, g·ood.
Ah•u. u dollar breakfast: 'l'Wo eggs,
potntut•ll, toa11t, jam .•Jao-,Jno's Place,
f>IIIMH'entmiS.N. 255·0311.
11/20
t:II!N(:
HAIJBAi'f<1'Ai:?i>i(ier
l'nJ;im•t•rlng stmll'nt and husband want
tu housl'·Sit. Proted your home.
H<•f••rt'IH'I'S. ••nll202-021l9 aftl.'r 3. 11/26
l'ltt•inNAN<'Y 'rr~s·rtNG & -d>tlN:·U•:J .rN<l. Phont' 247·01119.
ten
I'ONTA<'1'S"7
-~,<>-I;tsi-If1'.1c;??
~OI.l'TIONS?"
<'aS!'Y Optlral Com•
panv !!115:AA41l
_
_
tfn
I' ASl'll'clliT~ ~\Nil-- ii>I~NTIFICATidN
phulns. 3 Cor $5.00!! lowt>st prices in
tnwn' l<':wt. plt.>aslng. nl'nr llNrtL Call
:lll:i -24·14 or l'otnt• to 1717 Girard Blvd.

'T!-:-..::n;eMiln

TYPING-EXPERIENCED ALL
phases Coll{'ge WOI'k. 29lH360, 293-7547.
12/15
PHOFICSSIONAL 'rYPIST.
IBM
Sel('rlrlc. Guaranteed accuracy,
t'l'asonable l'lltes. Judy, 821-8607, 299·
76_!!!-'-~--- ·--12/10
TYPING, PROFESSIONAL AND fast,
llll4·7611 or 836-2220. Debbie.
12/1
'I'YPING: PROFESSIONAL TYPING.
Hi•asom\ble rates. 'rhesls, term papers,
dlssertllUons. IBM Selectric. 821-0576
afterli:30.
11/25
I<INI<O'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM
S('lel'tJ•ll'l nnd now 3 minute Passport
l'hotos. No llppolntment. 268·8515.
tfn
QA TYPING SmRVICE: A complete
typing nnd rdltorlal system. Technical,
g(meral, legal, medical. scholastic.
Charts & tables. 345·21211.
tfn
TYPING--THESIS, DISSERTATION,
n•por·ts, stntlsUcal, Call Annlta, 206·
2549.
12/15
GUITAR. LESSONS: ALL styles,
Marc's Guitar Studio. 265-3315.
tfn
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING,
editing, data processing, delivery
service. 208·8776.
12/15
TYPIST: TERM PA.PER, Resumes.
209-8970.
11/26

WANTED: A HOUSE partner. Two
bedroom house, nice yards and garage
$130/tnonth, plus $100 deposit. 255·5266.
11/25
NOW OR NEXT semester. Need two
guys to share nice three bedroom house
with flroplnce. washer/dryer. Greg. 821·
0237, 12 toR p.m.
12/5
H.OOM FOH. RENT. I.nrge, well
equipped three bedroom house. Near
Coronado. West side.
12/2
HOUSI•~
TO SHAHE In Alameda.
$165/month, Includes utilities. 807-1719,
after six.
12/2
HOUSgSI'ITING ANYWHERE IN New
Mexico. Going away llnd needing a very
responsible woman to ta.ke care of
homl''! llll'ed. thls slluatlon for Intensive
study and WOI'lt. Havf.' car. Call I,aurie,
243.2314. betw('en4:oo and 6:30 please ..
12/15
(~AJ\f'PUS COMPACT APARTMENTS,
215 Yll.lt> Blvd. S.E. at Lend. Studio
apartmt•nts near stores and UNM.
$1!\0ilnonth, free utilities, $125 deposit,
six month tense. No children, pets, or
roommates. See manager at apartment
two or t'all242-82l0 or 1!113-5940.
12/5
Sl' ACIOUS ONE l3EI)lt00M, fur·
nlshed, utllltii!S pnld, security, laundry
NK
~
facilities. Walk to UNM. $225.00. 843Ac<•tirL\'I'I·~ INI<'6n~IATxON -ABOUT 6352,344·f~23.
11/25
•·ontrat'l'plion, sterlll7.ntlon, abortion.
WANTED:
N.E.
ltl~illlJu.~:Jl_~f!£· 2jJ.l-0171.
tfn HOUSEMATJ:oi
HeiRhts. 204-3733. afterfj:OO.
11/25
HAPPY 1 GOT the nt.>W "fashion colour
grnrllt•nt INIS tint" WhPn I bought my TWO BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
tll'esrrlptlon gh\SSI'S. I love them. apartment with garage near UNM. No
11/25
P:tYLI'SS
OpUrtans,
International. pt>ts, $215. lG6-7698.
tAt' ross the strel't from LaBelle's nt l<'OR SAI..E: CONDortnNIUM: great
f1(1(17_Mennull. 2(Jil~21l00,
tfn N.E. lot'atlon. $25,500. Marc for details.
E.R.A. Walker-Hinkel Residential. 268·
4551; evenings 242-6089.
11/26
ATTRACTIVE TWO BEDROOM, near
UNM nnd TVI. Utllltles paid,
I,OST: WHITE WOOL hilt with grey $280/month. 440 Princeton. No pets. 251J.
trim In SPB.ltewnrd. 277·2451.
11/26 6131.
12/2
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c
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6.

RIDE ONE-WAY TO Detroit. Will share
driving and expenses. 898-8729 evenings.
Can leave 19th of December.
12/15
MAZA'I'LAN BY AIR. Three round trip
excursion tickets; two full fare, one
child. $155.00 each. 345-1316,
12/1
TRAVEl, TO NEW York? $100 discount
If you go December 11 and accompany
child age ttve. 256-3300.
11/26
WICIDTA TaANKSGIVING, NEED
ride. Share driving, expenses. Dennis.
256-0974.
11/25
IF YOU'RE READING this ad you
would have found a ride if there was one
advertised here. Follow? Advertise
your ride in the Lobo.
tfn

8.

TRES LAGUNAS NORDIC Ski Fest,
December 2 at Okie's; 2:00 p.m.-2:00

For Sale

Employment

SALES AND STOCK positions, part
time mornings; Y.z mile from UNM. 256·

12n

oo~

NFJED TWO WORK/STUDY qualified
students for concessions stand work nt
the Subway Station. Contact T.J. or Don
at 277-2328 or room 217 of the Student
Union Building. Manager position open
for neatly dressed person.
11/26
PART TIME JOB, gradullte students
only. Afternoons and evening!~. Must be
able to work Friday and Saturday
nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person: no phone calls please. Saveway
Liquor Stores, at 5704 Lomas N.E., 5516
Menaul N.E.
12/15
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
possible employment in near future ns
Veterinary Asslstnnt. 5005 Prospect
N.E. after5:00.
11/26
CASH! FOR USED cars and pick-ups!
Cull Forrest at 255-9856, 255-9292, 268·
7362.
11/27
THE LOBO IS taking appllcatlomr for
salespeople who will sell new accounts
exclusively. (No accounts furnished.)
Car absolutely necessary. Commission
only. Fill out an application at room 133
oC Marron Hall; preferably leave
resume.
tfn

7.

Miscellaneous

a.m. featuring The Planets and Stan
Newman. Drawings for free weekends,
12/2
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION;
FREE Introductory lecture. A simple,
natural,
mental technique for
developement of full potential. Wed·
nesday, 12/3, 8:00p.m., SUB 231D. 836·
4006.
12/3
SURPLUS
.JEEP,
VALUE
$3106 . , . sold for $44. Call312·742-1142
extension 675 tor info on how to purchase bar gains like this.
11/25
COLD? REALLY! WHY? Brand new
genuine mllltary jackets, $40.00.
Kaufman's West, a real Army-Navy
Store, 504 Yale S.E. 256-0000.
11/25
THIS IS THE end. rnY good friend.
Goodbye Rollle, Con, Chris llnd I wlll
carry on for you. You will be with us
forever, now. Mac Donald's? Auf
Wiedersehen.
11/26

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Obelisk
6 Aflls' milieu
10 Talon
14 Aloes
powder:
Pharm.
15 Bdwaygp.
16 City on the
Tevere
17 Change
18 Blood vessel
19 Emerald Isle
20 Ornament
22 Novel
24 New Brunswick's neighbor
26 Sow again
27 Law enforcement network
30 Dined
31 Possum
32 U-boat
37 Sixth sense:
Abbr.
38 Slow
40 Across: Prefix
41 Warship
43 Water bodies
44 Operate

45 John Birch,
e.g.
48 Beach
51 More lucid
52 Expected
54 Mount of St.
Elias range
58 Waterfall:
Scot.
59 Latvian coins
61 Burning
62 Conifer
63 Arab chief
64 Choir voice
65 Toboggan
66 Numerical
suffix
61 Paradises
DOWN
1 Mast
2 Hawaii city
3 Deeds
4 Citizens
5 Wine deposit
6 Be voteless:
3words
7 Number
8 Awaken
9View
10 Wrinkler
11 Mr.Greene
12 Tippet

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday's Puzzle Solved

13
21
23
25
27
28
29
33

Subsided
Apex
Iron or zinc
Dodgers
Cooled
Pry
Surpasses
Death item:
2words
34- fixe
35 Indonesian
isle
36 Direction
38 Pig noise

Kind of poem
Schooled
Bombarded
Wildebeest
Earth goddess
48 Seasons
49 Spin
50 Hindu noble
53 Lord's wife
55 Number
56 Press
57 Chalice veils
60 Cravat

39
42
43
46
47

Travel

LOOKING FOR AN Eastbounder? I
need a ride, over Xmas break, to
Connecticut or Massachusetts. I can
leave on or after 12/19. Any route is fine
with me. I can share driving, expenses,
etc. If this sounds good to you, call Josh
at294:'7003: evenings. Thanx.
11/26

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under the heading (circle
1.
Personals;
2.
Lost
&
Found;
3.
Services;
4. Housing; 5. For
one):
Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

Classified Advertising Rates
16¢ per word, $1.00 minumum charge
Terms- Cash in advance

Enc.losed$.~-~Piacedby _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone_~--

Hours 8:00a.m.- 4:30p.m.
Monday through Friday
Deadline Noon Wednesday
Marron Hall Room 131
Mail To
UN M Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

